
EZYCLEAN PINK 

Graffiti Shadow  

NO MORE 

SHADOWS 

Final removal of shadows/stains left  

behind after graffiti removal 

“It’s a Kinda Magic” 

 
 

Don’t be haunted by shadows/stains after graffiti removal any longer.   
 

EzyClean Pink Graffiti Shadow Remover is best described as  
“magically brilliant”. 

 
This product bleaches out the aggressive texta and marker shadows left  

behind after graffiti removal from  
concrete, stone, granite and painted surfaces. 

 
You will be amazed at the final outcome 

A professional job well done 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

All of the products in our EzyClean Graffiti Remover 
range 
♦ Use 60% less water in the “rinse off” than our 

competitors  
♦ Works “Wet On Wet” 
 
♦ Fully neutralised when rinsed with water 

Available in 5 litre Bottles 

Stubborn shadows...Magically Gone! 



Product ID: 

96282 Gloss Part A 

96286 Ma� Part A 

96284 Hardener Part B 
EZYCLEAN PINK 

Graffiti Shadow  

NO MORE  

SHADOWS 

Telephone: 1300 59 77 80   
 PO Box 5754  

Torquay QLD 4655 
sales@grchemicals.com.au  

www.graffitiremovalchemicals.com.au 

 
 
DIRECTIONS 

 

1. Put on safety glasses, safety gloves and relevant PPE 
 
2. Pour a small quantity of EzyClean Pink Graffiti Shadow Remover into a plastic bucket. 
 
3. Apply the product thickly to the shadows/stains with a nylon bristle paint brush/broom.  
Leave the product on the surface to dwell 
Some aggressive inks/dyes may take 3 to 4 applications to totally remove. 
 
4. If you need to reapply the product, wash the surface first and then reapply. 
 
5. Once the shadows have disappeared, wipe off the residue with a damp cloth or pressure 
wash off. 

 
 
TIP: 
 
EzyClean Pink Graffiti Shadow Remover works best when it is kept wet on the surface. In hot 
weather, after application, cover the area with plastic film to stop the surface drying out. 

 
 
Once the shadows/stains start to turn “brown”, it means that the EzyClean Pink Shadow  
Graffiti Remover is working.  
The shadows/stains will fade over time. Sometimes 10 minutes...sometimes 24 hours  

 
 
 
IMPORTANT 

 

Always read the safety instructions before using any cleaning product and observe all safe 
working requirements eg: safety gloves, safety glasses, etc.  
 
Wear Long Sleeves  Do not apply chemical above shoulder height  
 
Do not blast too close in order to remove the graffiti as it may cause damage to the surface 
and will possibly only remove a small amount of the graffiti. 
  
The EzyClean Pink Graffiti Shadow Remover is used as supplied. Do not dilute.  
Store in a cool dry place 
Shelf life 2 years 

Disclaimer: This data sheet is to 
provide information on the product 
based on current knowledge. It does 
not constitute a guarantee.  
Always test a small inconspicuous area first  
to ensure that the final result is satisfactory  

© Cannot be reproduced or altered without written permission from Graffiti Removal Systems P/L 

Version 2.2 July 2017 


